This paper gives a new splitting method for variational inclusion of the form 0 ∈ A T T A(x), where A is an m × n matrix, T : R m ⇒ R m is a maximal monotone mapping, and A T denotes the transpose of A. Compared with Pennanen's recently proposed method, our new scheme is free of the least squares subproblem at each iteration. Its global convergence is proven under maximal monotonicity of T and the existence of a solution.
Introduction
This paper studies the following problem of finding x ∈ R n such that
where A is an m × n matrix, T : R m ⇒ R m is a maximal monotone mapping, and A T denotes the transpose of A. This problem can serve as a unifying framework for describing and analyzing convex minimization, monotone variational inequalities and monotone inclusion of the sum type, and has been systematically studied and popularized by Pennanen recently. In [1] , he proposed a splitting method for solving the problem (1), with the root in Spingarn's splitting. At each iteration, the main computational load is to evaluate the resolvent of T and to solve a least squares subproblem involving A. The key advantage of his proposed method is that it can separate the linear and nonlinear parts (corresponding to A, T , respectively), rather than evaluate the generally difficult resolvent of A T T A by directly applying the proximal point algorithm [2] to the problem (1). Motivated by Pennanen's work, we in this paper give a new method, with the root in [3, 4] , for the problem (1) . This new method is free of least squares subproblem, and is able to separate the associated linear and nonlinear parts as in [1] . Furthermore, its global convergence is proven under the same conditions as those in [1] : maximal monotonicity of T and the existence of a solution.
Pennanen's method
Let rge A and ker A T be the range space of A and the null space of A T , respectively. Then, in our setting, the exact version of Pennanen's method can be stated as follows.
0. Choose u 0 ∈ rge A andũ 0 ∈ ker A T arbitrarily, and set k = 0.
, and go to step 1.
Note that, in Pennanen's algorithm, the mapping A in the formula for x k+1 remains unchanged. Therefore, once we have already solved the first least squares subproblem, the next ones become much easier.
The proposed method
This section begins with a splitting method recently proposed in [5] for the sum of a maximal monotone mapping and a monotone linear mapping (see also the Appendix below for a proof of convergence). More precisely, for the monotone inclusion
where B : R n ⇒ R n is a maximal monotone mapping, M is an n × n semidefinite matrix, and q ∈ R n , it can be solved by the following splitting method. 0. Choose x 0 ∈ R n arbitrarily, θ ∈ (0, 2) and set k = 0.
for u k .
Compute
Note that when B is the normal cone mapping to some closed convex set, this method reduces to the one proposed in [3, 4] for solving monotone linear variational inequalities. Moreover, if M is skew symmetric, that is, M T = −M, then the denominator in the formula for γ k can be rewritten as
Below we use Algorithm 3.0 to derive a new splitting method for the problem (1) . To this end, we consider the equivalence to (1)
The relations above correspond to (2) with
For such choices of B, M, q, if we take u := (u, v) and x := (x, y) in Algorithm 3.1 then (3) corresponds to
Since the second relation above is equivalent to
and the identity (
Thus, it is not difficult to arrive at the following method.
Algorithm 3.1.
, and set k = 0. 1. Solve
and compute
3. Set
Now we make a direct comparison with Pennanen's method. Clearly, at each iteration, both methods require the evaluations of T . On the other hand, we also note that our scheme here is free of least squares subproblems, and does not limit choice of the starting point, as required in Pennanen's method.
Special cases
Case 1. Consider the case T : w → {w − b}, where b ∈ R m is some fixed vector. For this case, the problem is equivalent to the linear system A T Ax = A T b, that is, essentially a least squares problem. Then in this setting step 1 in Algorithm 3.1 reduces to
Thus, we can use Algorithm 3.1, with
, to solve this least squares problem.
Case 2. Let T 1 , T 2 be maximal monotone mappings. Consider the case that T : (x, y) → T 1 (x) × T 2 (y),
A : x → (x, x) and consequently A T : (x, y) → x + y. For this case, the problem is equivalent to 0 ∈ T 1 (x) + T 2 (x). Then in this setting step 1 in Algorithm 3.1 reduces to
Moreover, we mention that in this case the following hold
Based on such observations, we can get the following method.
Note that, at each iteration, the main computational load of the scheme is only the evaluations of the resolvents of T 1 and T 2 . Moreover, it seems that our scheme here for solving 0 ∈ T 1 (x) + T 2 (x) is not covered by the corresponding Spingarn's splitting method; see [7, 1] .
Using (5) to bound this yields
where the second inequality follows from the formula for γ k .
The relation (7) above shows that (i) the resulting sequence {x k } must be bounded and thus at least has one weak cluster point, say
Let {x k( j ) } be some subsequence converging to x ∞ . Then, it follows from (ii) that {y k( j ) } → x ∞ as well. Take any x ∈ R n , and ω ∈ B(x). Then, monotonicity of B implies that
Letting k( j ) → +∞ yields
Since B is maximal, we have
That is, x ∞ is a solution of 0 ∈ B(x) + Mx + q.
If µ > 0 then we can take θ = 2. In this case, we get
Clearly, γ k ≥ 2 I +M T 2 . So, it follows from (6) that
If we scale M ≤ 1 then we can further get
This convergence rate is tight. In contrast, the rate of the forward and backward splitting method, in this setting, reads
